SYNOPSIS This paper begins with a critical examination of the published account (Carruthers, 1970) Clinical chemistry laboratories are experiencing rapid increases in the number of analyses performed, often as much as a doubling every four years. To cope with these work loads, automatic methods of analysis have been introduced on a large scale, and these have helped to overcome shortages of trained staff. Increasing work loads, shortages of staff, and the efficient operation of expensive automatic equipment demand good organization and operation of the laboratory. In most big laboratories these features, and particularly the automatic equipment, have created a factory situation for a large proportion of the specimens handled: in principle, a sample requiring a specified set of assays passes, or should pass, through the various parts of a laboratory in a fixed order and on a fixed schedule. Factory methods of operation naturally suggest that operational research techniques, which have proved so useful in industrial planning and reorganization, might assist the study of laboratory efficiency.
Clinical chemistry laboratories are experiencing rapid increases in the number of analyses performed, often as much as a doubling every four years. To cope with these work loads, automatic methods of analysis have been introduced on a large scale, and these have helped to overcome shortages of trained staff. Increasing work loads, shortages of staff, and the efficient operation of expensive automatic equipment demand good organization and operation of the laboratory. In most big laboratories these features, and particularly the automatic equipment, have created a factory situation for a large proportion of the specimens handled: in principle, a sample requiring a specified set of assays passes, or should pass, through the various parts of a laboratory in a fixed order and on a fixed schedule. Factory methods of operation naturally suggest that operational research techniques, which have proved so useful in industrial planning and reorganization, might assist the study of laboratory efficiency.
The operational research approach to a problem normally involves definition of an overall index, of efficiency or profit, maximization of which is asserted to determine the best mode of operation. In principle, this is the ideal basis for decision. In practice, however, establishment of a realistic index may be so complex that recourse is had to arbitrary estimates of the financial consequences of possible changes. A medical environment presents peculiar difficulties in obtaining agreed values, on a monetary or any other scale, to be placed on benefits to patient care, improvements in the use of time by physicians, and increases in hospital efficiency. Two main types of operational research can be distinguished:
Direct Measurement
In this, the introduction of new equipment or new organization is compared with the situation previously obtaining.
Theory
This attempts to predict the effects of possible but as yet untried changes in organization and equipment.
Direct measurement has the attraction of seeming to be realistic, but its application is limited to circumstances where advantage can be taken of changes already approved, or so minor as to be acceptable experimentally for a short period. Moreover, since any major change in equipment, eg, the introduction of a laboratory computer, is likely to be accompanied by changes in staffing dispositions and organization not in themselves essential to the change in equipment, but made contemporaneously for a variety of reasons, discrimination between effects may be impossible.
Theoretical studies may range from simple arithmetic evaluation of the extra work that might be undertaken if an additional technician is employed (assuming an average and predictable work content), through mathematical analysis of rates of flow of work, to the numerical simulation on a computer programmed to correspond to the whole performance ofa system. Although the theoretical approach avoids many of the problems of direct measurement, it is often open to the criticism that the theory fails to represent realities completely and exactly.
Operational research methods have been applied to the study of outpatient departments (BlancoWhite and Pike, 1964) , surgical admissions (Weir, Fowler, and Dingwall-Fordyce, 1968 ), x-ray departments (Fraser, 1969; Jeans, Berger, and Gill, 1972) , haematology (Rath, Alverez Balbas, Ikeda, and Kennedy, 1970) , and clinical chemistry laboratories (Carruthers, 1970 Carruthers (1970) Critical examination of this pioneering study draws attention to some of the main issues facing any user of operational research in a large clinical chemistry laboratory, and helps to identify some of the principles on which further advances must be based. The author described three laboratory schedules, listing for each assay and each day the latest time that a specimen could be accepted for analysis on that day. For each schedule, the delay suffered by each of a random sample of request forms before all the analyses requested had been completed was found by a computer simulation. The financial consequences of the different schedules were estimated on the assumption that each day in hospital cost the community at least £10, and that at least 10% of the delays in the issue of reports from the laboratory attributable to the slower schedules of work resulted in consequential delays in the discharge of inpatients from hospital. Carruthers suggested that comparison of these estimated financial consequences with the costs of implementing the different laboratory schedules would identify the best schedule. Certain assumptions implicit in this method must be examined.
In the first place, the capacities of the several systems were assumed to be adequate and therefore irrelevant to the selection of the best schedule. In practice, there is no simple relationship between work load and a laboratory's theoretical analytical capacity since automatic equipment may be installed because expected increases in work load could not be accommodated and standards of reliability maintained by non-automated methods (eg, Whitby, 1967 These criticisms mean that this simulation study failed to take account of the fact that the financial evaluation of any laboratory schedule of work should be based on a detailed knowledge of the sources and types of specimen affected, as well as the distribution of their arrival times in the laboratory throughout the day. Important though these criticisms are on points of detail, they do not detract from the assertion by Carruthers that simple and useful specification of laboratory schedules is possible, nor from his recognition that delays in performing laboratory work can have direct-although not easily assessedfinancial consequences. Nevertheless, the criticisms must be taken as a warning against the temptation to exaggerate the accuracy of apparently sophisticated methods, and to claim that they therefore lead automatically to the best decision.
Another drawback to this approach is that it is unlikely to lead to the optimal allocation of resources, since only complete work schedules are being considered. For example, changing from the first to the second schedule described by Carruthers (1970) would, amongst other effects, reduce the maximum delay in the determination of serum protein-bound iodine (PBI) from one week to three days. If this change could be effected quite cheaply for PBI determinations alone, it might be well worth while, but it need not require changing the laboratory's whole method of operation to schedule 2. Simple inspection of data relating to specific assays or groups of assays, as tabulated by Carruthers, shows where the greatest improvements in laboratory performance can be obtained from changing work schedules; inspection by itself is likely to lead towards the best schedule, providing data about sources of specimens and their arrival times in the laboratory are available.
Ihe Formal Mathematical Description ofan Analytical Laboratory
A fundamental reason for studying the performance of a hospital laboratory, or system of laboratories, is to find ways of improving performance. Such studies usually start from the assumption that the work is being done well-for instance, that every chemical analysis has acceptable standards of reliability.
Any processing system, whether a factory or an analytical laboratory, consists of a set of elementary units, each of which has its own characteristics of operation; the units may be arranged in series, in parallel, or in a combination of the two. If the performance of each unit can be expressed quanti-991 tatively in respect of the time it requires to fulfil its function, or of constraints on the quality and quantity of its performance, together with any necessary stochastic element to represent the inherent variability of each unit, theoretically the performance of the whole system can be predicted. Besides variability within the system, stochastic variation in the input may require specification. Unless all stochastic variation is negligible, the output of a processing system will be subject to random variation; description of this is often of fundamental importance for the evaluation of the system. In simple systems, the structure may allow the equations relating output to input, and to the behaviour of the elementary units, to be solved completely; quantitative evaluation of any property of the system can be achieved. The system does not have to be very complicated, however, before a mathematical solution of the equations becomes impossible. Simulation is often used as an alternative to the theoretical formal description of a process. It is usually assumed to refer to a computer technique, but this is not a necessary feature. In simulation, the history of a single product or sample passing through the system is followed according to the rules applicable to each unit, every instance of stochastic variation being taken into account by a random selection from the appropriate frequency distribution. In this way, the final properties of one particular simulated item running through the whole process can be described numerically. Repetition of these calculations, with a new random selection of variables each time, enables frequency distributions to be constructed for the properties of the output from the system. If different versions of the whole system are to be compared, each can be simulated sufficiently often to ensure that any important differences are made apparent by the forms of the final frequency distributions.
Expressed in these terms, simulation may sound very attractive, but it is appropriate only when the system to be analyzed is too complex for the consequences of the alternative systems under consideration to be calculated by a direct mathematical approach. Simulation can have one of three aims: (1) to predict the effects of changes in the system, or in the input to the system, ie, changes in x and y variates, upon the operation and upon particular criterion (z) variates; (2) provided that the effects just mentioned can be evaluated financially, or combined into a single index of efficiency, to generate numerical values of the index for different x, y; (3) to maximize this index of efficiency, and thereby to find automatically the optimal conditions of operation. Generally, the third aim is only practicable when a computer is used for the simulation, with appropriate programming to vary the simulated structure so as to make it evolve towards the optimal conditions. Prerequisites for the employment of simulation are: 1 Enough is known about the manner in which z depends upon x, y for the simulation to be constructed realistically, even though the corresponding equations may defy explicit solution. 2 The components of random variation introduced into the simulation or permitted to occur are quantitatively good approximations to those of the real system. 3 The ranges of x and y that can be covered by the simulation are at least as wide as those appropriate to the real system. Unless these prerequisites are met, there is a definite danger that the simulation will correspond less to reality than to the investigator's concept of how the system should perform. Thus simulation must assume very close (ideally, exact) correspondence between simulated values of z1 and values that would be observed for the same x, y. Also, knowledge of the theory must suffice for interpolation within the framework of the simulation; simulation measures z, for specified x, y but subsequent inference may require to estimate z1 for intermediate x, y.
Investigation of rules that enable criteria to be predicted from x, y may demand recourse to simulation if some of the following conditions obtain: a The formulae relating a criterion variate to x, y are so complicated that the theory is intractable and accumulation of sufficient observations from the real system would take too long a time. b Records from an observational approach would be acquired very slowly (eg, one per day), whereas simulation makes possible a much more rapid advance in understanding: e For specified values of x and y, variation in z1 is so great (on account of unidentified or unmeasurable variates) that large numbers of observations would 993 be required even to estimate the mean of z1, and still larger numbers for any study of the frequency distribution of individual values about the mean. d The extent to which resource and input variates can be varied, or will vary naturally while observations are being collected, is much less than the range desired for future inference. e In the particular circumstances, simulation is substantially cheaper than feasible alternatives.
Further Observations Relevant to Operational Research in Clinical Chemistry
The concepts discussed in this paper are relevant to a study which began with the collection of data relating to the clinical chemistry laboratory in the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, on the basis of which the intention was to develop a simulation program or a mathematical model. The flow of work through such a laboratory is basically simple. Specimens arrive at the reception area and samples are distributed to the appropriate analytical benches where much of the work is carried out with AutoAnalyzers. The raw data are recorded, corrected, and converted to the relevant units for reporting purposes, and issued as reports after collation and assessment. From the analytical viewpoint, if the equipment is reliable, each bench should be capable of operating at a predictable speed throughout the day except for periods of maintenance of equipment and preparation for analysis. Any tendency for occasional overloading in the reception area tends to be met by the temporary redeployment of staff; regular overloading would require more staff or could theoretically be catered for by alternative arrangements such as staggering the times for submission of requests from different wards or clinicians.
As indicated, the initial approach was by simulation. Distributions of arrival times of specimens requiring particular assays or groups of assays were observed, as were the normal starting times on each bench, time spent in the reception area while specimens were registered and prepared for analysis before distribution to the appropriate bench or benches, and so on. The simulation program could allow for the progressively reduced service which would operate if increasing proportions of the staff were absent.
The first prerequisite of any simulation must be that, when it is based on the observed distributions of x and y, the resulting distributions of the criterion variates, z, are very similar to those currently achieved. The initial program failed to do this-the simulation described the 'official' timetable, corresponding very closely to the schedule achieved on the few days when no interruptions occurred. Allowance was then made for the observed distributions of various delays, including equipment failure, the rerunning of unsatisfactory specimens, delays in changing from one analysis to another, etc, thereby producing a simulation which was virtually indistinguishable, at least in output, from the laboratory in operation under the then existing conditions.
The question next arose whether it was possible or desirable to proceed to simulate alternative arrangements, assuming that the delays now incorporated into the program were inherent properties of the system. It was clear that the optimal capacity of the laboratory was equal to the number of specimens that the staff and equipment could analyse if they worked continuously from 9 am to 5 pm; such a schedule would require specimens to arrive early enough for AutoAnalyzers to operate without interruption, and possibly extra staff in the reception area, but these requirements could have been met theoretically. However, it was clear that a computer was hardly necessary to calculate the corresponding capacity, which was the theoretical optimum for the laboratory. More marginal improvements could readily be predicted without recourse to the computer if assays were to be grouped differently, or the way in which specimens were distributed modified, without altering the existing operating characteristics of the separate units in the simulation. In the belief that the computer simulation was unnecessarily sophisticated, the actual processes in the laboratory were next examined further.
With the exception of automatic equipment used for assaying different substances on the same day, analysis rates and the length of time during which automatic equipment was operated should have determined the capacity of the laboratory for those assays carried out on this type of apparatus. Applying such simple calculations, it soon became apparent that the automatic equipment, mostly Mark I AutoAnalyzers, could (with the exception of the urea and electrolyte analyzer) theoretically handle about twice the current demand for analyses. The difference between the theoretical and actual throughputs of work, in those instances where queues built up, was largely attributable to machine failures of varying duration and grades of severity. The scheduling of usage for most of the automatic equipment was, however, deliberately being kept sufficiently lax as to leave a reasonable margin for dealing with these unscheduled breakdowns; laxity of scheduling is clearly necessary if machine failure is common. If throughput were to be increased and maintained without additional capital expenditure, and the efficiency of use of staff and equipment thereby improved, observations on each assay over a period were needed rather than theoretically sophisticated operational research (whether by simulation or otherwise) to determine the amounts of potential operating time lost.
These observations were made and were divided between machine failures per se and other losses (late starting for reasons other than machine failure, delayed changing of plates of specimens for AutoAnalyzers, time spent on analyzing duplicate samples, etc), and the causes of loss of efficiency recorded. Since AutoAnalyzers run at constant speeds, widely spaced visits to each bench sufficed for recording the starting and stopping times for analyses and for identifying the occurrence of delays. Discrepancies between theoretical and actual throughputs of specimens were then clarified by enquiries made the same day from the staff concerned. Some delays were undoubtedly due to human error, but these were sufficiently rare for excessive questioning to be unnecessary and for cooperation not to be impaired by any implication that the competence of staff was the real subject of the study.
After comparing current performance with the best theoretically achievable, given high machine reliability and rigid scheduling, steps could be taken to reduce the larger deficiencies. On the basis of observed performance, improvement in the reliability of AutoAnalyzer equipment seemed to be the chief need, particularly of the Technicon Mark III flame photometer, with conditions of operation during the day so organized as to interrupt the continuous flow of analyses as little as possible. To this end, with standard (non-computerized) methods of chart reading, staff duties needed to be arranged so that chart reading and calculation of results corresponding to the preceding plate of samples, and preparation of specimens and loading of the subsequent sample plate, were undertaken, on a long analytical run, during the time that the current plate of samples was being analysed. Improvements in machine reliability, eg, from preventive maintenance, that reduced the down time before the start of a run, or the frequency of breakdowns in the middle of a run, improved efficiency by lessening the time spent on diagnosing faults or on repeating the analysis of specimens adversely affected by machine failure.
Discussion
Operational research is intended to provide a basis for inference about the consequences of changes in a system, especially changes in the resource variates (x) introduced as a policy for improving performance but also changes in the input variates (y It is, nevertheless, potentially useful to compare the performance of similar laboratories. This should be possible by using a simple proforma for the collection of data such as those listed in the preceding paragraph, and these might draw attention to shortcomings in individual laboratories; no special operational research teams should be needed. Such comparisons could reveal differences in reliability of equipment, or in operating costs, and might serve to indicate standards of reliability and performance that should be able to be approached in routine practice. The main emphasis in inter-laboratory comparisons so far has been on the quality of analytical work; such comparisons of analytical reliability reveal minimal acceptable standards for the quality of performance, since there is no reason theoretically why laboratories using similar equipment should not achieve closely similar results. Examination of discrepancies should reveal differences in the operation of analytical methods, for instance in the maintenance or operation of the equipment.
Simulation finds its greatest usefulness when applied to complex systems, the output characteristics of which can be summarized easily in terms of efficiency or productivity. In such studies, distinction between structural complexity and functional diversity is essential. In a car factory, for example, the effects of changes in the system are difficult to predict because the overall system is structurally complex; the schedulings of the various processes are so interdependent that simulation would probably be needed to predict the effect on output of any changes. (Cundy, 1972) . This study illustrates the main points put forward in the present paper, and could be subjected to detailed criticism. We do not share the author's optimism about the application of his simulation model to the whole of the clinical laboratory system, and would draw attention to the inability of his present model to match existing conditions.
